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1. The Collection
There are no large collections of incantation bowls in Italy. We now
have knowledge of the collection housed in the ‘Museo Nazionale d’Arte
Orientale’ in Rome and another in possession of Ms. Louise Michail,
an antique dealer in Milan.1 The specimens presented here are in their
turn kept in a private archive near Rome and belong to Prof. Paolo
Costa.
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The collection is made up of six bowls, all well preserved. One of
them was broken, but has been completely restored. The bowls are
numbered from no. 1 to no. 6. Here is a short description of each one:
1) Hemispherical bowl.2 The bowl (diameter 165 mm, height 70mm)
is almost completely covered by a stiff calcareous glaze. A text is written spirally from the inner bottom to the rim of the basin. This text, 12
lines long, is enclosed within a line drawn on the rim. Aramaic square
script text.
2) Hemispherical bowl. This specimen (diameter 160 mm, height
70mm) is better preserved than the preceding one. Only a small part
of the surface is covered by a soft pale-brown patina. At the inner
bottom of the basin a demon is drawn. An Aramaic square script text
displayed spirally runs from the demon’s head to the internal rim of
the bowl. The text is 10 lines long. About the demon one may note
that, despite the small size of the drawing, it clearly presents a creature
with long, curved horns coming out of a shroud which covers the head.
On the head short hairs are stylised and, under a line (head-band?),
there are two large eyes. The body is represented very simply, as one
can recognize arms and legs, but no other detail.3
3) Hemispherical bowl. This bowl (diameter 170 mm, height 55mm)
is characterized by a greyish patina covering the bottom of the basin.
The text is arranged in three sectors around the inner centre of the
bowl. Each sector faces the others at right angles: this arrangement is
typical of Mandaic bowls. There is a circle at the inner bottom and
another on the rim. This bowl contains a Mandaic formula.4
4) Hemispherical bowl. This one is the restored specimen and measures 150 mm in diameter and 65 mm in height. Despite the several
breaks, the restorer was skilful in putting the pieces back in the correct
position. The surface is clean, without any glaze. It is quite certain that
2
The typology of the bowls is described according to the criteria established
by E.C.D. Hunter, ‘The Typology of the Incantation Bowls: Physical Features and
Decorative Aspects’, in J.B. Segal, Catalogue of the Aramaic and Mandaic Incantation Bowls in the British Museum (London: British Museum Press, 2000), pp.
163-188.
3
The iconography of this drawing fits with the general trends common to Aramaic square script (Jewish Aramaic) bowls as defined by E.C.D. Hunter ‘Typology’,
pp. 173-176; Eadem, ‘Who are the Demons? The Iconography of Incantation Bowls’,
StEL 15 (1998), pp. 95-115.
4
Bowl no. 3 presents many doubtful readings and its study has proved to be a
very hard task. It will be presented in another publication.
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this is a pseudo-script bowl.5 Large marks imitating letters (perhaps
Mandaic ones) are visible all over the basin. They are untidily written.
5) Hemispherical bowl. This bowl (diameter 155 mm, height 65
mm) shows deep grooves on the inner surface. These are due to the
fact that all these artefacts were wheel-turned. As in the case of bowl
no. 4, we may consider this specimen a pseudo-script bowl: some faded
lines of a pseudo-text are barely visible in the basin.
6) Hemispherical bowl. This specimen (diameter 163 mm, height
52mm) shows a badly scratched surface. The basin is studded with
black spots. What may be picked out are only shadows of letters, probably pseudo-letters.
2. The Texts
Bowl no. 1: Transcription.6

?³³³À ?÷whÀytb µtjmw ?µytÀj –1„
?³³³À –÷wh„tpwqsyaw ?³³³À –2„
hyttnya yqaq ?tbÀ dyhn?rhymÀw ÷wyz rb ayzy ÷?ydhdÀ ÷wh{[}rz ÷?³³³À –3„
?³³³À yyb yfpy ÷mw yyb ydy ÷mw yyb yrj ÷m ÷ymtjmw ÷ymytj ÷wh?³³³À a –4„
?yÀrmwj ÷mw ?atbÀyqn atrtsya ÷mw yyb yrktp ÷mw atyyrqw ?atÀfwl ÷mw ?³³³À –5„
atpyqt atyndz
÷whnyqw ÷whtpwqsyaw –÷whtybw„ yqaq tb dyhnrhymw ÷wyz rb ayzy ÷ymtjmw ÷ymytj –6„
÷ymytj ?÷whlwÀ[mb ÷ymytj
–htlt„ µwb ?³³³À ÷wp ?³³³À ÷m ?÷yÀmytj ÷whybkymbw ÷whys–r„[b ÷ymytj ÷whqpymb –7„
–h[b„ µwbw ÷yrs<a>
–ayzyrbynd„ ha[–ybr„ amtjw ?³³³Àa rb ÷yrk?³³³À –apyq„t amtjw ?³³³À amtj ÷ymtj –8„
yryn rb
arhysd atqzy[w hmyd amtjw ?³³³À ?haÀ–tyt„ –am„tjw ?³³³À ?haÀymj amtjw –9„
?³³³Àd –at[yb„
5
Pseudo-script bowls are present in many collections, but only in small numbers. The first attempt to explain their existence was that they were forgeries which
magicians sold to people without any education. This theory has been recently challenged by another, according to which pseudo-script bowls have a magical significance as do the others, but it is hard for us to understand what this significance was.
Cf. Sh. Shaked, ‘Parole des anges, parole des démons: à propos des coupes magiques
de la Babylonie sassanide’, in n.e., Compte Rendu de la soixante-treizième session
annuelle du Comité de l’Union Académique Internationale (Bruxelles: Secrétariat
Administratif de l’UAI, 1999), pp. 17-33 (19-20).
6
In this and in the following transcription these symbols are used: (x) = uncertain reading, [x] = reconstructed reading, [.], [..] = one or two letters missing; [. . . ]
= three or more letters missing; {x} = scribal omission; <x> = editorial addition;
(?) = doubtful translation; (. . . ) = sequence without meaning.
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÷yybkw aty–ry„qw atf?wlÀ lk ÷yzrzmw ÷y?zyrzwÀ ÷yrysa h?lsÀ ÷ma ÷ma ?³³³À –10„
µytjw –aykd aym„ µwb atrtsyaw yr–k„t–p„ ydyw atfwl –÷yb„?kÀmw
tb dyhnrhymw ÷wyz rb ayzy ÷y<d>hd hynynyqw hytybw –hyrb„ rf–nmw rf„ynw µtjmw –11„
?³³³À dwdrb tb ?³³³À at?³³³À ?÷wÀyz rb a–yw„rw yqaq
hls ÷maw ÷ya ÷whlyd ?tyadÀ –12„
Translation
(1) Sealed and countersealed is the house [...] (2) and the threshold [...]
(3) [...] the seed of this Yzy’ son of Zywn and Myhrnhyd daughter of
Q’ qy, his wife (4) their [...],
sealed and countersealed are from evil sorceries and from evil demons
and from evil plagues [...] (5) [...] and from curses and invocations and
from evil idols and from female goddesses and from wrathful and powerful amulet-spirits.
(6) Sealed and countersealed are Yzy’ son of Zywn and Myhrnhyd daughter of Q’ qy, and their house and their threshold and their
property,
sealed they are in their entrance, sealed they are (7) in their exit,
sealed in their beds and in their bedchambers, sealed from [...]
in the name of the three magical bonds and in the name of the
seven (8) seals,
the seal [...] and the powerful seal [...]kryn son of [...] and the fourth
seal of Nybryzy’ son of Nyry (9) and the fifth seal [...] and the sixth
seal [...] and the seal of the sun and the seal-ring of the moon, the
seventh (?) [...] (10) [...] Amen Amen Selah.
Bound are and armed are and (magically) equipped are all curses
and invocations and pressed and subjugated are curses and demons,
idols and goddesses in the name of the pure heaven.
And sealed (11) and countersealed and protected and doubly protected are his son and his house and his property of this Yzy’ son of
Zywn and Myhrnhyd daughter of Q’ qy and Rwy’ son of Zywn [...]
daughter of Brdwd [...] (12) which they have, yes and Amen Selah.
Notes on bowl no. 1
Line 3) Myhrnhyd. Feminine name, short for Myhr ’ nhyd ‘Mihr-Anahid’.
This name is not attested in other bowls in its entirety, but we sometimes meet names beginning with Myhr -. They are cited in two Mandaic
and in one Syriac bowl and they refer to a man.7 The combination of
7
See J.A. Montgomery, Aramaic Incantation Texts from Nippur (Publications
of the Babylonian Section, 3; Philadelphia: University Museum, 1913), pp. 231-233
(bowl no. 34); V.P. Hamilton, Syriac Incantation Bowls (Ann Arbor, MI: University
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the male and the female deity is odd. Only the individual components
Mihr and Anahid occur in Middle Iranian onomastics.8
Line 4) šypt.y: ‘plagues’. Loanword from Akkadian šibt.u ‘plague’.
This word is attested as an Akkadian loan since the 9th century B.C.
in the Tell Fekherye inscription (l. 23).9
Line 5) ptkry: ‘idols’. Iranian loanword. In many texts of the magical
corpus from Mesopotamia the term ptkry seems to be used as the
Iranian synonym of the Semitic (e.g. Mandaic) ’ l ’ hy’ ‘gods’, forming
the counterpart to the feminine demon group ’ ystrt’ ‘goddesses’.10
Line 5) h.wmry: ‘amulet-spirits’. Another etymology was proposed
for this substantive by S. Niditch. She supposed a derivation of the term
from the root h.mr (‘to ferment’) and translated h.wmry as ‘furies’.11
The origin of the possible connection between amulets and spirits is to
be located in the Mandaic tradition where: ‘Die Mandäer sehen die Zauberwirkung gewisser Gegenstände in den sie bewohnenden Dämonen
und benennen diese gradezu mit dem Namen jener; so brauchen sie
[...] ayrmwh [...] “Kügelchen, Wirbel” (zu Amulettzwecken getragen) als
Namen gewisser böser Geister’.12 The word h.wmry’ has been rendered
as ‘amulets’ by Ch. Müller-Kessler when studying a Mandaic lead roll
(BM 132947: ls. 21-25).13
Line 6) qynhwn: ‘their property’. Probably a scribal omission for
Microfilms International, 1971), pp. 120ab, 156; Segal, Catalogue, pp. 125-126 (bowl
no. 095M).
8
Ph. Gignoux, Iranisches Personennamenbuch, II. Mitteliranische Personennamen (Wien: Verlag der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1986), pp.
42, 123; F. Justi, Iranisches Namenbuch (Marburg: N.G. Elwert’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1895), pp. 15b, 207b-208a.
9
J.C. Greenfield and A. Shaffer, ‘Notes on the Akkadian-Aramaic Bilingual
Statue from Fekherye’, Iraq 45 (1983), pp. 109-116; Ch. Müller-Kessler, ‘Die Zauberschalensammlung des British Museum’, AfO 48/49 (2001/2002), pp. 115-145
(140b).
10
Cf. Sh. Shaked, ‘Bagdâna, King of the Demons, and Other Iranian Terms in
Babylonian Aramaic Magic’, AcIr 25 (1985), pp. 511-525.
11
S. Niditch, ‘Incantation Texts and Formulaic Language: A New Etymology for
“h.wmry”’, Or 48 (1979), pp. 461-471.
12
Th. Nöldeke, Mandäische Grammatik (Halle: Verlag der Buchhandlung des
Waisenhauses, 1875), p. 76 (n. 1). See also E.S. Drower and R. Macuch, A Mandaic
Dictionary (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1963), pp. 135b-136a.
13
Ch. Müller-Kessler, ‘Interrelations between Mandaic Lead Rolls and Incantation Bowls’, in T. Abusch and K. van der Toorn (eds.), Mesopotamian Magic:
Textual, Historical, and Interpretative Perspectives (Ancient Magic and Divination,
1; Groningen: Styx, 1999), pp. 197-209 (200). Note that this scholar states that ‘the
meaning of hwmry’ is not clear in this context’ (n. 27).
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qynynhwn (cf. Segal bowl no. 023A: ls. 1, 11).14 In the quoted bowl J.B.
Segal translates qynynhwn as ‘their property’. An analogous expression
is found in a Syriac text edited by Naveh and Shaked (no. 10: l. 7).15
Line 7) mypqhwn: ‘their exit’. Here is the counterpart to m‘ [wlhwn]
‘their entrance’, to be restored in the line above. See the Mandaic parallels mn ’ ylwn wmn n’ pqwn ‘from their entrance and from their exit’
(bowl no. 078M: 14, restored) and ’ yl h wn’ pqh (bowl no. 088M: 13).16
The root npq is often present in incantation bowls.17 We have many examples of bowls buried under thresholds, i.e. where the entrance (and
the exit) of a house are physically located.18 In a bowl text published
by Montgomery we find a direct allusion to demons ‘qui logent dans
leurs maisons et marchent sur leurs seuils’ (no. 6: ls. 3-4).19
Line 7) ‘ rsyhwn: ‘their beds’. The expression is also found in another Aramaic square script text studied by Montgomery (no. 7: l.
17).20 The word is part of the account of the client’s possessions and
places to be protected from demons and can be compared to similar
words in Mandaic bowls, e.g. mn .twhmh wmn ny’ k h wmn ’ rsh wmn
b‘ ys’ dyh ‘from his semen and from his sexual intercourse and from
his bed and from his pillow’ (bowl no. 18N97: l. 9).21 The bed, as the
location connected to sexual relations between husband and wife, was
considered suitable for demons to hide in. This is the case of liliths,
the female-demons always involved in the charms on bowls. A typical
example of the lilith’s behaviour, in which the succuba replaces the
woman of the house, is in a text recently published by Ch. Müller-

14

Segal, Catalogue, pp. 63b-64b.
See J. Naveh and Sh. Shaked, Amulets and Magic Bowls: Aramaic Incantations
of Late Antiquity (Jerusalem & Leiden: The Magnes Press & E.J. Brill, 1985), p.
277a.
16
See Segal, Catalogue, pp. 105ab, 116b-117a; Müller-Kessler, ‘Die Zauberschalensammlung’, pp. 130b, 134b.
17
Naveh and Shaked, Amulets, p. 274a; J. Naveh and Sh. Shaked, Magic Spells
and Formulae: Aramaic Incantations of Late Antiquity (Jerusalem: The Magnes
Press, 1993), p. 270b.
18
R. Venco Ricciardi, ‘Trial Trench at Tell Baruda (Choche)’, Me VIII/IX
(1973/1974), pp. 15-20 (19).
19
J.N. Epstein, ‘Gloses babylo-araméennes’, REJ LXXIII (1921), pp. 27-58 (34).
20
Montgomery, Aramaic Incantation Texts, p. 147.
21
E.C.D. Hunter, ‘Two Mandaic Incantation Bowls from Nippur’, BaM 25 (1995),
pp. 605-620 (613-615).
15
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Kessler. In this story Bguzan-Lilit enters the house and the bed of a
man causing him misfortune and sorrow.22
Line 7) myškbyhwn: ‘their bedchambers’. The word is logically connected with the preceding one. Other occurrences are found in Montgomery’s nos. 7 (l. 7), 8 (l. 5) and 9 (l. 8). W.H. Rossell prefers for
myškb’ the meaning ‘couch, bed’.23
Lines 7-8) bšwm (tlth) <’>sryn wbšwm š(b‘ h) h.tmyn: ‘in the name
of the three magical bonds and in the name of the seven seals’. A
similar sequence is in another Aramaic square script bowl (Naveh and
Shaked’s no. 14: l. 5) that reads: h.tym bšb‘ h h.tmyn wmh.tm btlt’ šwryn
rb(rbyn) ‘sealed by seven seals and firmly sealed by three large walls’.24
Line 9) šymšh: ‘the sun’. The form šymš’ is present in Naveh and
Shaked’s no. 7 (l. 7 Aramaic square script) and no. 26 (l. 5 Syriac).25
Magic texts such as the one under discussion here tend to have -’ for
the ending, but sometimes the -h slips through. The use of an -h to
express /-â/ of the masculine singular emphatic state is well attested in
the language of Aramaic square script texts on bowls, as already stated
by scholars. H. Juusola thinks that this trait (common to Nedarim and
Geonic Aramaic) should be connected with the ‘conservative nature’
of the language of ‘Jewish Babylonian Aramaic’ incantation bowls.26
One may notice that this text shows here šymšh for h.m’ ‘heat (?) <of
the sun>’ in the parallel passage of Naveh and Shaked’s bowl no. 14
(l. 6: bh.m’ b‘ zqt’ dsyhr ’ ). The word h.m’ is also attested in a Hebrew
passage inserted in a magic bowl from Nippur studied by Ch. Müller22
Ch. Müller-Kessler, ‘The Story of Bguzan-Lilit, Daughter of Zanay-Lilit’, JAOS
116.2 (1996), pp. 185-195.
23
W.H. Rossell, A Handbook of Aramaic Magical Texts (Shelton Semitic Series,
2; Ringwood Borough, NJ: Shelton College, 1953), p. 151a.
24
Naveh and Shaked, Magic Spells, pp. 113-114. One frequently comes across the
magic number 7 in connection with seals, knots, tongues and demons in the framework of Mesopotamian magic, see Ch. Müller-Kessler, ‘Aramäische Beschwörungen
und Astronomische Omina in nachbabylonischer Zeit: Das Fortleben mesopotamischer Kultur im Vorderen Orient’, in J. Renger (ed.), Babylon: Focus mesopotamischer Geschichte, Wiege früher Gelehrsamkeit, Mythos in der Moderne (Colloquien
der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft, 2; Berlin: Saarbrücker Druckerei und Verlag,
1999), pp. 427-443 (432, 442); Eadem, ‘A Mandaic Gold Amulet in the British
Museum’, BASOR 311 (1998), pp. 83-88 (85).
25
Naveh and Shaked, Amulets, pp. 169-170; Naveh and Shaked, Magic Spells, pp.
139-140.
26
H. Juusola, Linguistic Peculiarities in the Aramaic Magic Bowl Texts (StudOr, 86; Helsinki: Finnish Oriental Society, 1999), pp. 31, 141; Naveh and Shaked,
Amulets, pp. 31-32.
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Kessler, who reads it bšwm br ’ bršyt glgl h.m’ and translates it ‘in
the name of the one who created in the beginning the crescent of the
sun’.27
Line 9) ‘ yzqt’ dsyhr ’ : ‘the seal-ring of the moon’. An analogous sequence appears in Naveh and Shaked’s bowl no. 14 (l. 6: b‘ zqt’ dsyhr ’,
‘by the ring of the moon’). The seal- or signet-ring is a prevalent feature in incantation bowls. Its uses have been clarified by B.A. Levine
with references to Jewish and Mandaic traditions.28
Line 11) nyt.r : ‘protected’. Probably a scribal error for nt.yr.
Cola
The spell contained in bowl no. 1 can be divided into the following
cola:
Ia) h.[tym] wmh.tm... ’ [...]hwn (ls. 1-4): opening formula (people and
things to be protected by the exorcism);
II) h.tymyn ... tqypt’ (ls. 4-5): the object of exorcism;
Ib) h.tymyn ... wqynhwn (l. 6): opening formula (repeated in the plural);
III) h.tymyn ... pwn [...] (ls. 6-7): places to which the exorcism is especially devoted;
IVa) bšwm (tlth) <’>sryn wbšwm š(b‘ h) h.tmyn (ls. 7-8): invocation to
the three bonds and the seven seals;
IVb) h.tm’ [...]... ’ mn ’ mn [sl ]h (ls. 8-10): detailed description of the
seals;
V) ’ syryn ... (šmy’ dky’ ) (l. 10): the object of exorcism;
Ic) w h.tym... w ’ mn slh (ls. 10-12): opening formula (repeated in the
singular).
It is worth indicating parallels of some of these cola found in other
bowl texts: I) Hyvernat; Gordon F; Gordon E: ls. 1, 6;29 Gordon no. 3:
27

Naveh and Shaked, Magic Spells, pp. 113-114; Ch. Müller-Kessler, ‘The Earliest
Evidence for Targum Onqelos from Babylonia and the Question of Its Dialect and
Origin’, JAB 3 (2001), pp. 181-198 (195, n. 60). See also the discussion concerning
the etymology and the meaning of Syriac h.mm’ ‘(intense) heat’ in Sh. Shaked,
‘Manichaean Incantation Bowls in Syriac’, JSAI 24 (2000), pp. 58-92 (72).
28
Naveh and Shaked, Magic Spells, p. 113; B.A. Levine, ‘The Language of the
Magical Bowls’, in J. Neusner, A History of the Jews in Babylonia, V (SPB, XV;
Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1970), pp. 343-375 (364-368).
29
Hyvernat’s bowl is presented synoptically with Gordon E and F in C.H. Gordon, ‘Aramaic Magical Bowls in the Istanbul and Baghdad Museums’, ArOr VI
(1934), pp. 319-334 (331-332). Hyvernat’s and Gordon F bowls do not bear linenumbers.
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l. 1;30 Montgomery nos. 21: l. 1; 22: l. 1; 23: l. 1; 30: l. 1;31 Geller Aaron
F: l. 1;32 Smelik (9163 Allard Pierson Mus.): l. 1;33 Moriggi (Michail
bowl): l. 1.34 Cf. also Segal nos. 015A: ls. 3-4; 016A: l. 1; 017A: l. 7;35
Naveh and Shaked no. 15: ls. 1-4.36
II) Hyvernat; Gordon no. 3: ls. 1-2; Montgomery nos. 21: ls. 1-2; 22: ls.
1-2; 23: ls. 1-2; Segal nos. 014A: ls. 3-5;37 015A: ls. 4-6; 016A: ls. 2-6.
Ib) Hyvernat.
IVa) Gordon no. 3: l. 3; Montgomery nos. 21: l. 3; 22: l. 3; 23: l. 3;
Naveh and Shaked no. 14: l. 5.38 Cf. also Hyvernat; Gordon F; Gordon
E: ls. 1-2, 6; Montgomery nos. 5: ls. 2-3; 19: l. 4;39 Naveh and Shaked
no. 14: ls. 4-5.
IVb) Naveh and Shaked no. 14: ls. 5-6; IM 62265: ls. 6-8.40 As regards
the sentence w h.tm’ dšymšh w ‘ yzqt’ dsyhr ’, see Naveh and Shaked no.
14: l. 6 (bh.m’ b‘ zqt’ dsyhr ’ ).
Texts beginning with h.tym wmh.tm are common to the corpus of
Aramaic square script incantation bowls. As a matter of fact T. Harviainen stated that, among them, Montgomery nos. 21, 22, 23, 30, Gordon no. 3 and Geller Aaron F ‘do not reveal [...] Jewish features’.41
This seems to be true for the text presented here, too. Harviainen
neither included such beginning formula in the group comprehending
the ones he considered typically Mandaic, nor stated that it could be
shared between the Jewish and the Mandaic cultural environments.42
30
C.H. Gordon, ‘Aramaic Incantation Bowls’, Or X (1941), pp. 116-141, 272-284,
339-360 (120-121).
31
Montgomery, Aramaic Incantation Texts, pp. 203, 221.
32
M.J. Geller, ‘Eight Incantation Bowls’, OLP 17 (1986), pp. 101-117 (115-116).
33
K.A.D. Smelik, ‘An Aramaic Incantation Bowl in the Allard Pierson Museum’,
BO XXXV (1978), pp. 174-177 (177).
34
Moriggi, ‘Peculiarità linguistiche’, forthcoming.
35
Segal, Catalogue, pp. 57a-59b.
36
Naveh and Shaked, Magic Spells, p. 115.
37
Müller-Kessler, ‘Die Zauberschalensammlung’, p. 121a.
38
Naveh and Shaked, Magic Spells, p. 113.
39
Montgomery, Aramaic Incantation Texts, pp. 138, 195.
40
Bowl IM 62265 is housed in the Iraq Museum (Baghdad). A study of this
specimen by A.H. Faraj and M. Moriggi is forthcoming.
41
T. Harviainen, ‘Pagan Incantations in Aramaic Magic Bowls’, in M.J. Geller et
al. (eds.), Studia Aramaica: New Sources and New Approaches (JSS Supplement,
4; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), pp. 53-60 (57). Cf. Idem, ‘Syncretistic
and Confessional Features in Mesopotamian Incantation Bowls’, in n.e., Ancient
Near East and India (StudOr, 70; Helsinki: Finnish Oriental Society, 1993), pp.
29-37 (35).
42
Harviainen, ‘Pagan Incantations’, pp. 54-58 passim.
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The text of bowl no. 1 shares many sections with other bowl texts,
but it is characterized by interpolations like Ib, Ic and V which are not
found in the parallel texts. The magician mingled two (or three, see
IVa and IVb) formularies according to the principle that the scribes
of incantation bowls ‘relied on memory rather than a hard copy set
before them’.43
Bowl no. 2: Transcription
–at„?rysaÀ ?³³³À r?yÀsa rza[hkw ÷yzrb ta–ly[„ atrysa –1„
?³³³À sydpsab haly[ sydpsa rysa taly[ –2„
arhysd azr rysa arhysd a–z„rb hmyd azr rysa µalw[–d„ ?rwÀsab ?³³³À –3„
hmyd azrb
arhysd azrb hmyd azr rysa anrsmw anrsa apqwt rysa ab<k>wk rysa –4„
anrsa –apqt„ abkwk rysa
÷yy rb ÷y–r„p ÷mw ÷wyz rb ywnsys ÷mw sjndtym –a„bf –dyazyt„rab ÷m anrsmw –5„
÷mw ÷–w„hytb ÷mw ÷whnym anrsmw anrsa
anrsmw anrsa µl[lw ÷ynd amwy ÷m ÷whl ÷whyw ÷whltyad ÷ynb ÷mw ÷whtpwqsya –6„
atqyjr atfwlw atmd atfwlw arbdd atfwl ÷whnym
arbd–d„ ?atÀfwlw ?aÀrbq tybd atfwlw aytym tybd atfwlw atbyrq atfwlw –7„
÷ypyqt ÷ydbw[w ÷yyb ÷yrj lk ÷whnym anr–smw„ anrsa atmd atfwlw
–ana ynb„ ÷yrqtymd hwj tnbw µda ynb lkd atfwl lk ÷whnym anrsmw anrsa –8„
÷whnym anrsmw anrsa ?÷ypyqt ÷ydbw[w ÷yyb ÷yrjÀ lk ÷whnym –anrsm„w anrsa
÷whn–ym„ anrsmw anrsa ÷yyb ÷wh?nyÀm ?³³³Àw –atbykw abyk„w atyrqw at?fÀwl lk –9„
?³³³Àaw –h„thb
?³³³À–m„ ynaz tyb rstyad arsya awh hb ?³³³À –10„
Translation
1) Bound is ‘ yl ’ t in the mysteries and kh‘’ zr bound is [...] bound is
(2) ‘ yl ’ t, bound is the supreme Aspades with Aspades [...] (3) [...] in
the bond of eternity, bound is the mystery of the sun in the mystery of
the moon, bound is the mystery of the moon in the mystery of the sun
(4) bound is the star, bound is the power. I bind and I strongly bind,
bound is the mystery of the sun in the mystery of the moon, bound is
the powerful star.
I bind (5) and I strongly bind from b’ rtyz ’ yd (...) and from sysnwy
son of zywn and from pryn son of šyšyn.
I bind and I strongly bind from them and from their houses and
from (6) their threshold and from the sons they have and they will
have from this day and forever.
43
D. Levene, ‘Heal O’ Israel: A Pair of Duplicate Magic Bowls from the Pergamon
Museum in Berlin’, JJS LIV (2003), pp. 104-121 (111).
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I bind and I strongly bind from them the curse of the open field and
the curse of the village and the distant curse (7) and the near curse
and the curse of the house of the dead and the curse of the cemetery
and the curse of the open field and the curse of the village. I bind and
I strongly bind from them all evil sorceries and powerful magical acts.
(8) I bind and I strongly bind from them all curses of all the sons of
Adam and the daughters of Eve who are called sons of man. I bind and
I strongly bind from them all evil sorceries and powerful magical acts.
I bind and I strongly bind from them (9) all curses and invocations
and pain (?) and pain (fem.) (?) and [...] from them evil (plur.). I bind
and I strongly bind from them (...) and [...]
10) [...] in it, that bond (by) which was bound the house of weapons
[...]
Notes on bowl no. 2
Line 3) ’ swr : ‘bond, binding’. This form is a common variant of ’ yswr ’.
It is also found in the Syriac bowl no. 16 (l. 4) published by J. Naveh
and Sh. Shaked.44
Line 3) ‘ wl ’ m: ‘eternity’. This word also means ‘world, saeculum’.
Our translation is based upon the context.45 Such Hebrew-influenced
spellings of ‘ wlm are frequently attested.
Line 3) ’ syr rz ’ dšymšh br (z )’ dsyhr ’ ’ syr rz ’ dsyhr ’ brz ’ dšymšh:
‘bound is the mystery of the sun in the mystery of the moon, bound is
the mystery of the moon in the mystery of the sun’. This sequence is
recalled in other incantation bowl texts where ‘mysteries’ and celestial
bodies are concerned. See for instance br ’ zh rbh drqy‘ h ‘by the great
mystery of the firmament’ (Naveh and Shaked’s bowl no. 14: l. 7); brz
šmyh ‘by the mystery of heaven’ (Naveh and Shaked’s bowl no. 21: l.
10).46
44

Naveh and Shaked, Magic Spells, p. 118.
Montgomery, Aramaic Incantation Texts, p. 298a; Naveh and Shaked, Magic
Spells, p. 271b.
46
Naveh and Shaked, Magic Spells, pp. 113, 128; The idea of ‘binding’ or ‘burying’
opposite elements (sun-moon; earth-heaven) is also attested in a group of Syriac
bowls where we read rz šmy’ bšmy’ qbyr wrz ’ r ‘’ b’ r ‘’ qbyr (‘the mystery of
heaven is buried in heaven and the mystery of the earth is buried in the earth’).
See V.P. Hamilton, Syriac Incantation Bowls, pp. 110a-110b (no. 9: ls. 4-5); T.
Harviainen, A Syriac Incantation Bowl in the Finnish National Museum, Helsinki:
A Specimen of Eastern Aramaic “Koiné” (StudOr, 51.1; Helsinki: Finnish Oriental
Society, 1978), pp. 6 (no. HB: ls. 3-4), 8 (no. IMB: ls. 3-4); Naveh and Shaked,
Amulets, pp. 124-125 (no. 1: ls. 3-4).
45
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Line 4) ’ srn’ : ‘I bind’. Cf. the sequence ’ srn’ lyk in an Aramaic
amulet (no. A28: 35), studied by J. Naveh and Sh. Shaked.47
Line 5) sysnwy. The same name was detected by C.H. Gordon in
an Aramaic square script bowl previously edited by J. Obermann.48
Line 5) šyšyn. Feminine name well attested in incantation bowl
texts.49
Line 5) btyhwn: ‘their houses’. I translate as plural, since the suffix
pronoun 3rd person masculine plural -yhwn.50
Line 6) dnyn: ‘this’. This demonstrative occurs in another bowl
(Naveh and Shaked’s no. 25: ls. 4, 7). Variant of the more common
dnn.51
Line 6) dbr ’ : ‘the open field’. The translation is based upon a parallel sequence found in Naveh and Shaked’s bowl no. 2 (l. 5: bdbr ’
wybmt’, ‘in the open field and in the village’).
Line 10) The sequence ’ ysr ’ d ’ ytsr : ‘bond (by) which was bound’
finds its parallels in ’ yswr ’ d ’ tsrw : ‘bond (by) which were bound’
(Montgomery’s no. 4: l. 4; Gordon’s no. 11: ls. 13-15).52 The word
’ ysr ’ is a variant of ’ yswr ’ (see Naveh and Shaked’s no. 4: l. 2; Segal
bowls nos. 007A: l. 12; 008A: l. 8).
The sequence byt z ’ ny (‘the house of weapons’) corresponds to
Mandaic byt zyn’ and byt z ’ yn’ found respectively in Lidzbarski’s no.
Ic: l. 17 and Lidzbarski no. II (end).53
Cola
The text of bowl no. 2 can be divided into the following cola:
I) ’ syrt’ ... twqp’ (ls. 1-4): opening formula (binding of entities and
celestial bodies).
II) ’ srn’ wmsrn’ (l. 4): textual interpolation.
I) ’ syr ...(tqp’ ) (l. 4): opening formula.
47

Naveh and Shaked, Magic Spells, pp. 97-98.
J. Obermann, ‘Two Magic Bowls: New Incantation Texts from Mesopotamia’,
AJSL LVII (1940), pp. 1-31 (6); Gordon, ‘Aramaic Incantation Bowls’, p. 117.
49
Cf. Montgomery, Aramaic Incantation Texts, p. 280b; E.M. Yamauchi, Mandaic
Incantation Texts (AOS, 49; New Haven, CT: American Oriental Society, 1967), p.
371.
50
Rossell, Handbook, p. 38.
51
Naveh and Shaked, Magic Spells, pp. 137-138. For occurrences and interpretations of dnyn, see Juusola, Linguistic Peculiarities, pp. 103, 114.
52
Montgomery, Aramaic Incantation Texts, p. 133; Gordon, ‘Aramaic Incantation
Bowls’, p. 273.
53
M. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris für semitische Epigraphik, I (Giessen: J. Rickersche
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1900-1902), pp. 94-95, 98-99.
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II) ’ srn’ wmsrn’ ... šyšyn (ls. 4-5): people to be protected.
II) ’ srn’ wmsrn’ ... wl ‘ lm (ls. 5-6): protecting the house and children
of the clients.
II) ’ srn’ wmsrn’ ... w ’ [...] (ls. 6-9): the objects of exorcism (’ srn’
wmsrn’ repeated 6 times).
III) bh hw ’ ’ ysr ’ d ’ ytsr byt z ’ ny (m)[...] (l. 10): part of a closing
formula (?).
This text is made up of two formulae which are joined to one another in the passage between lines 4 and 5 (the sequence ’ srn’ wmsrn’
in line 4 is to be considered an unintentional interpolation). The first
formula seems to have a Mandaic Vorlage (cf. the similar – longer –
sequence in the Mandaic bowl no. 32: ls. 4-10, published by Yamauchi)
but lacks the usual doxological introduction bšwm’ dhyy’.54 This is a
typical phenomenon when a Mandaic formula is adapted in an Aramaic
Square script text. According to T. Harviainen ‘no Jewish Aramaic
bowl text begins with the Mandaean formula “in the name of Life”’.55
The second formula consist of a recurrence of the two participles
’ srn’ wmsrn’ introducing the names of clients, things and people to
be protected and finally the objects of exorcism.
A final consideration is due to the language of these two bowls.
The traditional label assigned to the language of Aramaic Square script
bowls is ‘Jewish Babylonian Aramaic’. Two other definitions have been
proposed in the last few years. The first, ‘Eastern Aramaic Koiné’, was
suggested by T. Harviainen and intended to focus on the very close
connections between the bowl texts written in Mandaic letters and the
others (Jewish Aramaic, Syriac). Along with this theory runs the idea
of ‘an amalgamation of closely related dialects (Greek Koiné)’ developing in ‘an area (Central Mesopotamia) with a mixed population’.56 The
second proposal was introduced by Ch. Müller-Kessler and Th. Kwas54

Yamauchi, Mandaic Incantation Texts, pp. 292-293.
Harviainen, ‘Pagan Incantations’, p. 55. Cf. Harviainen, ‘Syncretistic and Confessional Features’, pp. 34-35. The text of bowl no. 2 is characterized by other
Mandaic features such as: bny ’ dm wbnt h.wh dmytqryn (bny ’ nš’ ) ‘the sons of
Adam and the daughters of Eve who are called sons of man’ (l. 8) and byt z ’ ny
‘the house of weapons’ (l. 10).
56
Harviainen, A Syriac Incantation Bowl, p. 27. The theory of ‘Eastern Aramaic Koiné’ was developed along with the work of T. Harviainen on Syriac and
Aramaic Square script bowls. For comments on ‘Eastern Aramaic Koiné’, see L.
Van Rompay, ‘Some Remarks on the Language of Syriac Incantation Texts’, in R.
Lavenant (ed.), V Symposium Syriacum (OCA, 236; Rome: Pontificium Istitutum
Studiorum Orientalium, 1990), pp. 369-381 (372-373).
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man. The two scholars focused on the concept of ‘Standard Literary
Babylonian Aramaic’, a language represented in the Talmud tractates
Nedarim, Nazir, Kerithoth, Me‘ ilah, Tamid which is also found in the
‘majority of bowls studied so far’.57 They considered that only a small
number of bowls were written in the ‘Koiné’ and only one bowl in what
should be called ‘Talmudic Aramaic’.58
According to the linguistic features detectable in our text related
to the criteria established by these scholars, we should define the language of these two bowls as ‘Standard Literary Babylonian Aramaic’.
Actually they present the following features: preservation of gutturals
and of word endings (in contrast with weakening of the gutturals and
apocopated forms of Talmudic Aramaic), singular masculine emphatic
state ending both in -h and -’ (in Eastern Aramaic Koiné one should
always find -’ ), 3rd person masculine imperfect introduced by y (in
Eastern Aramaic Koiné one can also find n- or l -).59

57
Ch. Müller-Kessler and Th. Kwasman, ‘A Unique Talmudic Aramaic Incantation Bowl’, JAOS 120 (2000), pp. 159-165 (159ab).
58
Müller-Kessler and Kwasman, ‘A Unique Talmudic Aramaic Incantation Bowl’,
p. 159ab.
59
For a list of the features distinguishing ‘Talmudic Aramaic’, ‘Standard Literary
Babylonian Aramaic’ and ‘Eastern Aramaic Koiné’ (also called ‘Koiné Babylonian
Aramaic’) see Müller-Kessler and Kwasman, ‘A Unique Talmudic Aramaic Incantation Bowl’, pp. 159b-160b and (only as regards ‘Koiné’) T. Harviainen, An Aramaic
Incantation Bowl from Borsippa: Another Specimen of Eastern Aramaic “Koiné”
(StudOr, 51.14; Helsinki: Finnish Oriental Society, 1981), pp. 23-24. A study of the
differences between ‘Standard Literary Babylonian Aramaic’ and ‘Koiné Babylonian Aramaic’ is announced in Ch. Müller-Kessler, A Handbook of Magic Bowls in
Koiné Babylonian Aramaic (Groningen: Styx, forthcoming).
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